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BEGinnEr 1 and BEGinnEr 2
A short story and excursion day

Write a short story about your day on Friday. 

On Friday I woke up at 7.30, took a show-
er, and brushed my teeth. Then I went to 
the hospital. The doctor told me I had a 
cold. He gave me some medicine. Then I 
went home at eleven o’clock. At noon I ate 
lunch and then I rested in my bed. In the 
evening I had dinner and played comput-
er games. I went to bed early that night. 

Yan Kainuo (china)

Last Friday, I went home, back to Vietnam for a 
weekend. I met my family and my friends. I was so 
happy because I went shopping with my mother. 
I also went to play soccer and computer games 
with my friends. I went to a cinema. I had dinner 
with my family at 7 o’clock. My mother cooked 
so well so I ate so much. I watched TV at 9 o’clock 
and then I went to bed at 10 o’clock and slept.

Tran Xuan Vinh (Vietnam)

The excursion day

As usual, on third Friday of the course, the class went for an 
excursion. This time the Marina Bay area was the destination. 
However, because it is the Christmas season, the whole school 
started the day by making greeting cards for Christmas. These 
cards would be sent to an orphanage so the kids there can have 
a nice Christmas card from Singapore, and from TMC students. 
After the card making activity, we took a bus to the Marina Bay. 
The weather was beautiful that day; blue sky and sunshine. The 
students had their worksheets designed for finding information 
and answering questions along the way, and for introducing a 
few new words that they could use on that given day. We went 
along the Advanced 1 class so it was a good opportunity for 
everybody to chat in English and make new friends. All in all, it 
was good day that everyone could enjoy. 

The greeting cards for the orphans 

BEG 1 and BEG 2 class: Ting Ting, Zhewei, 
Mixay, Yuting, and Andrew

BEG1, BEG2, and ADV 1 class by the Merlion at the Marina Bay.
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ElEmEntary 2 -  Excursion
A Tour of Gardens by the Bay

Dear friend,

I went to Gardens by the Bay last Friday. I 
went with my classmates and teacher. My 
teacher showed me a lot of things in Garden 
by the Bay. I learned about trees and flowers. 
I was surprised with the big baby sculpture. I 
enjoyed the place because it was a very good 
environment. I suggest you go and see the big 
baby sculpture because it has a history you can 
learn about.

From, 
afa (Thailand)

Dear English Pen Pal,

On Friday, I went to Gardens by the Bay with my 
teacher and my friends. When I visited there, I learnt 
about many different things such as: the different 
kinds of trees, the big baby sculpture and the floral 
clock sculpture. I think the big baby sculpture is 
very interesting and amazing. I enjoyed being with 
my friends and learning new things. In my opinion, 
if you visit Gardens by the Bay, you should walk 
around the garden.

From,  
Kookkik (Laos)

on Friday, november 25th, Elementary 2 class went to Gardens by the 
Bay. their teacher, sam, led them on a tour. although it was a very hot 
day, the students enjoyed the experience.

after the trip, the students wrote a letter to their English Pen Pal about 
their day. 

The ‘big baby sculpture’ is actually called 
Planet. Photo taken by Sherry

Kookkik taking a picture at Gardens 
by the Bay while her classmate acts 

silly. Photo taken by Jay.
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ElEmEntary 2 -  Excursion
A Tour of Gardens by the Bay

Dear English Pen-pal,

I went to Gardens by the Bay. I 
went to the super grove tree, 
the floral clock and the big 
baby sculpture. I went with my 
classmates. I have learned many 
different things. I think the big 
baby surprised me. I enjoyed the 
super grove trees the most. I will 
visit Gardens by the Bay again 
because I think it is fun.

From, 
Tony (china)

The Super Tree Grove, taken by Sherry

Dear English Pen-pal,

We went to Gardens by the Bay at 10am. I went with my 
classmates. I learned many English words. I don’t think anything 
surprised me. I think the most enjoyable part of the day was 
walking. I don’t have any suggestions for where you should visit 
at Marina Bay Gardens, you should go explore by yourself.

From, 
chen GuanQui (china) 

Classmates under an animal plant, taken by Jay.

Have a great December break! Happy holidays!
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intErmEdiatE  2
Short Letters

Dear Alex,

How are you? Guess where I am…

Haha, I’m on holiday in the mountains. My holiday began ten days 
ago and I’m staying in a mountain lodge. I most enjoy the breeze on 
the mountains. Besides that, I also enjoy hiking very much. 

When is your holiday starting in Britain? What’s your vacation plan?

I’m looking forward to your reply.

Your friend, 
Irene

Hi Alex! 

How are you? Last Monday my friend and I 
came to the Himalaya. Before that my friend 
had told me: “This is an amazing mountain, 
you should come with us!” It sounded good 
to me so we set off last Thursday.

We are staying in a village at the foot of 
the mountain. Every morning I can breathe 
fresh air and when I look at the Himalaya I 
feel awe.

I’m enjoying visiting the mountain! When 
you are close to the mountain, you feel very 
small and you will sigh at the beauty of 
nature. This is so amazing!!

If you have a holiday, you should go out 
and feel nature; this is very helpful!

Bye, 
nK

Dear Jay,

Thanks for your letter, I hope you are well.

I think you should go to Pattaya because 
this place is famous with foreigners. You can 
go to a lot of bars and pubs there and enjoy 
nightlife. If you want to go to the beach to 
relax, you should go to Phuket and Krabi. 
If you want to see nature, I suggest you go 
to Chiang Rai and Chiang Mai, where you 
will find beautiful mountains and a healthy 
environment. You should go to Phu Chi 
Fa, where you can see fog banks in the 
morning from the top of the mountain. 

I hope you will visit Thailand; I’m sure 
you will be happy there and you will be 
impressed by my country.

Goodbye,  
Pond
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intErmEdiatE  2
Short Story & Excursion Photos

a Difficult Day

On a Saturday morning, I had to move my belongings to my new hostel. I walked to the bus station 
with my baggage. Unfortunately one of the wheels of my suitcase was broken, so I couldn’t walk fast.

Slowly I reached the bus station. I waited for the bus for a long time, so I started feeling hot and 
thirsty. I wanted to buy a bottle of juice, but I didn’t go to the market to get some, as I didn’t want to 
miss the bus.

After a while, I saw the bus coming. However, I did not feel excited and happy because I had to carry 
the heavy baggage onto the bus. On the way, I forgot which station I should get off. When I finally 
got off the bus, I discovered I had gotten off at the wrong bus stop.

I didn’t know how to get to the hostel, so I called my landlord. My landlord gave me directions but I 
still didn’t know how to go to the hostel.

In the end, my landlord came to where I was and he brought me to my new hostel. I felt sorry for 
him and I felt that the day was a difficult day because I had so many problems. 

By adeline

Some pictures from the excursion to 
Gardens by the Bay
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advancEd 1
Excursion 1611

ADV 1 joined together with the other Hawthorn levels to write Christmas and New Year cards. The cards 
were sent to orphan children. The Hawthorn students were pleased to spread some love and care.

After the card writing activity, ADV 1 headed to Marina Bay to learn facts about the area.

[Left to right: Saii (Oraya Thongkham from Thailand), Jason (Liu ChenLibing from 
China), Leaf (Ye Wenjing from China), Evangeline (Xiao Yao from China), Kalvin 
(Shen KanWen from China), Parry (Pan Yunyi from China), My (Nguyen Minh My 
from Vietnam), Louis (Liu Chun Hsuan from Taiwan), and Alexander Teacher]

Richard (Fan MengCheng from 
China) walking across the 
bridge from the Merlion to the 
Esplanade.

Lee Jin Hee (from S. Korea in 
front) and Jason (Liu Chen Libing 
from China in back) strolling 
through the city centre.

Christmas and New Year cards
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advancEd 1
Special Activity 1611

ADV 1 got a special chance this term to combine with the students from ADV 2. During the day they had 
to work together in groups to create fictional articles that could go in a “school magazine” for fictional 
art universities. The choice of art universities was decided as a group. For each “university” the students 
had to write four pages; one about the general information of the university, one about the after school 
activities, one about the courses offered, and one about the staff.

Below are two sample pages from different groups. 

[On the left] One page shows the general information of the ‘Leonard De Vinci Art School’ created by the 
group that was made up of Lee Jin Hee, Louis, Nicky, Emilie, Jason and Richard (all from ADV 1). 

[On the right] One page shows the courses offered at ‘Super Arts University (S.A.U.)’ which was created by 
the group of Saii, Evangeline, Leaf, Parry, Caroline and Pla (ADV 2)
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advancEd 2
Report Writing

As you may have read, the Advanced 1 and Advanced 2 class combined to design four art schools. The 
Advanced 2 class took it a step further, and practiced report writing by helping prospective students 
understand the differences between them in these two reports that were collaboratively written and 
edited:

The purpose of this report is to 
introduce and compare the 
Super Arts University and DJ MEL 
University.

Location:

Super Arts University is near a subway 
station and DJ MEL is in the centre of the 
city. So if you study at Super Arts you can 
take the subway to go to the university, 
but you can walk to DJ MEL University. 
Because it’s in the centre of Greece and 
it doesn’t have MRT you must stay in the 
dormitory near the university.

courses:

First, SAU has three courses: musical instruments, sculpture, and painting. The second university, DJ 
MEL, has more courses than the first one. They have photography, painting, music, graphical design, 
illustration, fashion design, and media. The first university didn’t give a price but if you want to know you 
can check their website. For the second, the price is around $50,000.

Staff:

Staff members at DJ MEL are friendly and kind but SAU has strict teachers. Students have said that the 
staffs of some departments from SAU are impatient and impolite. Both universities have famous teachers, 
especially DJ MEL. They have world famous teachers like Ed Ruscha and Bruno Mars. 

clubs & activities:

Students from DJ MEL say that the clubs and activities are mostly good but some students disagree 
because they want a billiard table. Their excursions are always the same, going to a museum. SAU’s clubs 
and activities are good too because they are almost same as DJ MEL’s. The only difference is that SAU has 
a swimming pool but DJ MEL doesn’t.
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The purpose of this report is to introduce and compare James Art 
School and Leonard De Vinci Art School. 

Location:

The locations of the two schools are very safe for students. 
They are near MRT stations, bus stops, and restaurants. But only 
James Art School is near food courts, so it’s more convenient 
than Leonard De Vinci Art School because some students don’t 
want to eat at restaurants. Both of them are in the center of their 
countries, Singapore and Italy, in big cities and good 
for living.

courses:

The courses for Leonard De Vinci Art School focus 
on history and painting. You should choose at least 
two subjects and the fees depend on the quality of 
teachers and length of the course. The courses for 
James Art School, however, focus on design and 
media. Its fees are from $3,000-$20,000. It has both 
short term courses and courses for one year. 

Staff:

The teachers of Leonard De Vinci and James Art School are professional. However, there are more highly 
educated professors in Leonard. So the school cares about students’ professional skills especially. On the 
other hand, James Art School focuses on students’ long-term development. Therefore the teachers of 
James have years of experience in teaching.

clubs & activities:

Leonard De Vinci school has cooking, movie and music clubs and each club is related to Italian culture. 
So you can know about Italian culture if you are interested in it. James school has painting, dancing, and 
English clubs and they offer friendly English teachers. Both of them have so many kinds of sports. But De 
Vinci School arranges the sports activities every day and they offer professional teachers.

We hope these reports are helpful to you!

-Adv 2 class

advancEd 2
Report Writing
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In Singapore different ethnic groups with different cultural backgrounds live in close proximity to one 
another. This has brought about a sense of community and contributed to the multicultural society we 
live in today. Some plants are commonly used among the Chinese, Indians and Malays. Academic English 
Class visited the Heritage Gardens to observe and explore how plants are used in these cultures. We 
learnt about their significance, inspiration in arts, culture and religion. 

Here is what our class had to say…

acadEmic EnGlish 
Excursion to Heritage Gardens, Marina Bay           

Last Friday, we had our long awaited excursion. It was great to have classes outside for a change. 
We met at school and made Christmas cards for orphans. After this activity, we went to Gardens by 
the Bay using the MRT. It was hot but quite enjoyable. We had lunch at Marina Bay Sands. The food 
court served every type of ethnic dish you can imagine. After lunch, we went to the gardens and 
headed to the Heritage area. We observed some plants and learnt about their uses and significance 
in Singapore’s culture. We found signs with all the information about the coconut. 

The coconut is mainly used by the Malays and Indians for cooking, decoration and kitchenware. In 
India, the coconut is a very popular food and ingredient. Indians use them to produce coconut oil 
which is used in their cuisine. It helps to reduce the spiciness of their food. Coconut oil is also an 
ingredient in some medicines. It is used to cure illnesses such as the common cold and headaches. 
It is also used as a hair treatment. The Malays use coconuts to make beverages and candies. The 
juice of the young coconut is their favourite drink. It is also made into coconut oil for cooking and 
massages. The shells are used as containers and kitchen utensils. Nothing is wasted.

In Singapore coconuts are used to make kaya jam. It is the main ingredient in addition to the 
coconut,milk, egg yolks and brown sugar are added to kaya. We are not sure if kaya originated in 
Singapore or Malaysia, However, it is quite popular in other Southeast Asian countries as well.

Shuai (china), Den (Thailand), Gavin (Indonesia) 
Qixiaoxu (china), Martin (china)
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acadEmic EnGlish 
Excursion to Heritage Gardens, Marina Bay           

Last Friday, we had an excursion to the Heritage Gardens at Marina Bay and it was a wonderful day. 
In the morning, we made Christmas cards for orphans and then we started our journey by MRT. The 
weather was really hot but we were all excited to learn how plants are used in different cultures in 
Singapore.

We were assigned to explore the uses and significance of the lotus flower. The lotus is a fresh-water 
plant that originated in India and was brought to other countries such as China and Egypt. It is used 
extensively in Southeast Asia, primarily for food and herbal medicine.

In Chinese culture, the lotus symbolizes purity of the heart and mind. It is also used in Chinese 
medicine to help with a distressed stomach.  In the Indian culture, it symbolizes amity, peace, 
prosperity and happiness. It is also used for improving the texture of your skin.

We learnt a lot about other plants, flowers, people and the attractions there. We got to know a lot 
more about them during our trip. Moreover, it was great to spend time together with our teacher 
and classmates. I would recommend this excursion to others.

rain (Myanmar), Taewon, Gahyoung, Yejin (South Korea), artitaya (Thailand)

Bamboo is mostly grown in tropical countries so most of the bamboo in the world is grown in South 
Asia and the southern region of China. The bamboo is hollow inside, therefore it is light and easy to 
transport in bulk. Bamboo is a very stable plant because of its roots and its fibrous structure, which is 
dense and strong.

The Chinese and Malays use bamboos in their daily lives. The Chinese believe that bamboo 
symbolizes virtues, people’s soul and emotions. On the other hand, the Malays believe it symbolizes 
grace and strength. Bamboos are widely used in both cultures as building materials, decorations and 
kitchen utensils. It is even used to feed pandas in China.

Based on our research, the bamboo can grow rapidly because of its chemical compounds. Some 
species of bamboo may even grow to 91 cm within a 24 hour period. 

Overall, the Gardens by the Bay trip gave us a lot of information regarding plants. We were all very 
happy because we got along well with our classmates, both inside and outside class. 

Zhang Xin Yi (china), Yaozong Liang (china) 
rich Lokawit (Thailand), Garry Hung (Indonesia)
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hawthorn cluBs

In this issue of Hawthorn NOW magazine, we are going to show highlights of the club activities from 2016

The idea behind the clubs is to allow students to practice their English 
while doing something easy and enjoyable. Students are able to practice 
speaking and listening skills, and expand their vocabulary a bit without the 
need to sit at their desk in the classroom.

We have five clubs for students to choose from – Photography club, 
Speaking club, art club, Movie club and Music club.

PhotograPhyClub MovieClub

SPeakingClub
artClub

MuSicClub
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hawthorn cluBs 
Highlights of 2016
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